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Abstract
We generalize to n steps the notion of exact 2-step domination introduced by Chartrand
et al. (Math. Bohem. 120 (1995) 125{134) and suggest a related minimization problem for
which we nd a lower bound. A graph G is an exact n-step domination graph if there is some
set of vertices in G such that each vertex in the graph is distance n from exactly one vertex
in the set. We prove that such subsets have order at least blog2 nc + 2 and limit how much
better a bound is possible. We also prove a related conjecture of Alavi et al. (Graph Theory,
Combinatorics, and Applications, vol. 1, Wiley, New York, 1991, pp. 1{8) that if each vertex
in a connected graph G has exactly one vertex distance n from it then the diameter is n unless
G is a path consisting of 2n vertices. c© 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction
A vertex u in a graph G n-step dominates a vertex v if n equals the minimum
number of edges in any path from u to v, denoted by d(u; v). If there exists some
set SG V (G) such that each u2V (G) is n-step dominated by a unique v2 SG, then
G is an exact n-step domination graph and SG is called an n-step dominating set.
Fig. 1 shows examples of exact 4-step, 5-step and 6-step domination graphs (from left
to right) with elements of SG in each case denoted by solid dots.
One reason to generalize to n steps the notion of exact 2-step domination introduced
in [2] is the graded product structure exhibited by Proposition 1. This grading also
requires a diameter constraint, but Theorem 7 will show that a large class of graphs
satises this constraint.
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Fig. 1. Exact n-step domination graphs with jSG j = 4.
Proposition 1. If G is an exact n-step domination graph of diameter n and H is an
exact m-step domination graph of diameter m; then the Cartesian product GH is an
exact (n+m)-step domination graph of diameter n+m with (n+m)-step dominating
set SG  SH .
Proof. Note that if dG(u1; u2)=n and dH (v1; v2)=m, then dGH ((u1; v1); (u2; v2))=n+m.
Conversely, if dGH ((u1; v1); (u2; v2)) = n + m, then dG(u1; u2) = j and dH (v1; v2) = k
for some j; k>0 satisfying j+k=n+m; we assume diam(G)=n and diam(H)=m, so
j6n and k6m which implies j= n and k =m. Therefore, SG  SH is an (n+m)-step
dominating set in G  H .
We restrict attention to exact n-step domination graphs with SG as small as possible
and to those with SG = V (G), discussed in Sections 2 and 3, respectively.
2. Minimizing jSG j
Scott Nudelman has observed that jSGj is uniquely determined by G.
Proposition 2. All n-step dominating sets of a graph have equal order.
Proof. If G has n-step dominating sets SG and TG, then every u2TG is n-step domi-
nated by some v2 SG, and this provides a bijection.
Similarly, note that jSGj has even order. Next we nd a lower bound on the order
of n-step dominating sets, for a xed number of steps n.
Theorem 3. The order of an n-step dominating set of an exact n-step domination
graph is at least blog2 nc+ 2.
Proof. Let SG be an n-step dominating set, let v0 2 SG and let w0 be the vertex in SG
which n-step dominates v0. We dene two sequences vi and wi as follows. For i> 0,
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let vi be a vertex distance bn=(2i)c from vi−1 on some minimal path to wi−1. Let wi
be the vertex in SG which n-step dominates vi.
We show that vi 6= vj for i 6= j by checking that d(vi; vj)> 0 for i 6= j. By denition,
d(vi; vi+1)> 0 for i< blog2 nc. More generally, j − i> 1 implies
d(vi; vj)> d(vi; vi+1)− d(vi+1; dj)
> d(vi; vi+1)− (d(vi+1; vi+2) +   + d(vj−1; vj))
= bn=(2i+1)c − bn=(2i+2)c −    − bn=(2j)c
> 0;
for i< blog2 (n)c. Note that vi 6= vj implies wi 6= wj since d(wi; vj)<n for i< j.
Hence, v0; w0; w1; : : : ; wblog2 nc are blog2 nc+ 2 distinct elements of SG.
It remains open to nd the best possible bound or show this is best possible. We
characterize cycles which are exact n-step domination graphs to provide a naive limit
on possible bounds. Let (a; b) denote the greatest common divisor of a and b.
Proposition 4. A cycle Ck = v1 : : : vkv1 is an exact n-step domination graph if and
only if either k = 2n; or k > 2n and 2i+2jk where 2i is the largest power of 2 which
divides n.
Proof. If k = 2n, choose SCk = V (Ck); when k > 2n and 2
i+2jk, choose SCk = fvi j i 
1; : : : ; 2i+1 mod (2i+2)g. Conversely, for k > 2n, note that exactly one out of every
pair of vertices 2n steps apart belongs to SCk , while vertices 4n steps apart conse-
quently are either both in SCk or both not in SCk . Hence, vertices (4n; k) steps apart are
either both in SCk or both not in SCk , so 2n is not a multiple of (4n; k) which implies
2i+2jk.
One may also verify by a similar argument that a path Pk is an exact n-step domi-
nation graph if and only if k  2n; : : : ; 4n− 1; 0mod 4n.
Proposition 5. For every positive n there is an exact n-step domination graph G with
jSGj= n+ 2i where 2i is the largest power of 2 which divides n.
Proof. Note that C2(n+2i) is an exact n-step domination graph.
We conjecture the following restriction on possible lower bounds for the order of
exact n-step dominating sets.
Conjecture 6. For each n>5; there exists an exact n-step domination graph with
jSGj<n.
Fig. 1 exhibits that conjecture 6 holds for n = 5 and 6; it is unknown for n>7
and would fail for n64. The graphs in Fig. 1 include the simplest known example
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satisfying the conjecture for n = 5 and the only known example for n = 6; these are
due to Williams [3] and to David Moulton, respectively. A related question is whether
the lower bound on the order of n-step dominating sets grows logarithmically, linearly
or at some rate in between these.
3. The Case SG = V (G )
If SG = V (G) in an exact n-step domination graph G, then each vertex has exactly
one vertex distance n from it. Simple examples include hypercubes, even cycles, the
icosahedron, products of these and an innite class of paths. The following theorem
was conjectured in [1].
Theorem 7. If each vertex in a connected graph G has exactly one vertex distance n
from it; then diam(G) = n unless G = P2n.
Proof. Since diam(G)>n, it suces to show diam(G)>n implies G = P2n. Sup-
pose diam(G) = n+ k for k > 0, and let v0; : : : ; vn+k be a diameter of G. Note that if
d(v0; w1)<n and d(v0; w2)>n for w1; w2 2V (G), then any path from w1 to w2 in-
cludes a vertex distance n from v0, namely it includes vn. Hence, vn is a cut vertex of
G connecting component G1 = fv jd(v; v0)<ng to component G2 = fv jd(v; v0)>ng.
We check that the unique vertex w distance n from vn−1 belongs to G2, which then
implies diam(G)>n + (n − 1). Note that d(w; vn) = n or n  1, and suppose w2G1.
Since G has diameter n+ k; d(vn; w)6n, but d(vn; w) 6= n as vn−1 is the unique vertex
distance n from w. If d(w; vn) = n− 1 for w2G1, then d(w; vn+1) = n and so w = v1,
but then d(w; vn−1) 6= n. Hence, w belongs to G2 as desired.
Let v0; v1; : : : ; v2n−1 form a path belonging to a diameter of G. For each vi in this
path, there exists some vj also in this path such that d(vi; vj)=n. If G includes additional
vertices, then some such vertex w must be adjacent to some vi in the path. Since vj is
already distance n from a vertex other than w for j=0; 1; : : : ; 2n−1, either d(w; vj)>n+1
for all j or d(w; vj)6n− 1 for all j. However, d(w; vi) = 1, so d(w; vj)6n− 1 for all
j. Therefore,
2n− 1 = d(v0; v2n−1)6d(v0; w) + d(w; v2n−1)62(n− 1);
a contradiction, so G = P2n.
We have not considered whether conversely all exact n-step domination graphs of
diameter n satisfy SG = V (G).
Corollary 8. If G has 2-step dominating set V (G) then G = P4 or G is isomorphic to
the complete m-partite graph K2;2; :::;2 with m>2.
Proof. If diam(G) = 2, then each vertex in G is adjacent to all but one other
vertex.
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Corollary 8, which appears as a theorem in [2], characterizes exact 2-step domination
graphs with SG = V (G); it is an open problem to generalize this characterization to
connected exact n-step domination graphs, but even for n=3 examples suggest a much
more complicated situation.
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